
WHO IS BILL GATES? HOW BILL GATES
MONOPOLIZED GLOBAL HEALTH

Gates' unimaginable wealth has been used to gain

control over every corner of the fields of public

health, medical research and vaccine

development. -The Corbett Report
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WHO IS BILL GATES? BILL GATES' PLAN
TO VACCINATE THE WORLD2
In 2010 Gates pledged $10 billion to usher in a

decade of vaccines. This lead to greater profits for

big pharma and greater control for Gates over

global health. -The Corbett Report

WHO IS BILL GATES? BILL GATES AND
THE POPULATION CONTROL GRID3
The wealth Gates has accrued is now being used to

purchase control of global health bodies that can

coordinate a worldwide vaccination program and

control governments and the global population

itself.

-The Corbett Report

BILL GATES' WEB OF DARK MONEY:
PHILANTHROPIC NARRATIVE SHAPING5
Unelected billionaires like Gates are using their

fortunes to shape public policy while using their

philanthropic foundations to enrich their inner

circles. -Derrick Broze

BILL GATES' WEB OF DARK MONEY:
THE COVID-19 OPERATION6
Part two of this series covers Gates' role in the

response to COVID-19 and his influence over global

health institutions, including details on the global

health mafia and who runs the WHO.

-Derrick Broze
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WHO IS BILL GATES? MEET BILL GATES |
THE CORBETT REPORT4
Gates' great-grandfather was the president of

National City Bank and  his father the head of

planned parenthood. Gates' has deep ties to

banking and the eugenics ideology of population

control.

-The Corbett Report

BILL GATES’ WEB OF DARK MONEY:
SURVEILLANCE & ROCKEFELLER7
Lockdowns, Contact Tracing, Digital Certificates, &

Vaccines | MRNA Vaccines | The Rockefeller

Connection, Lock Step, & Event 201 | Reducing The

Population Via Eugenics. -Derrick Broze

#EXPOSEBILLGATES
corbettreport.com/gates

independentnewsfeed.com/gates



GATES’ GLOBAL MANDATORY VACCINE
AGENDA: A WIN-WIN FOR BIG PHARMA

Vaccines, for Bill Gates, are a strategic philanthropy

that feed his many vaccine-related businesses

(including Microsoft’s ambition to control a global

vaccination ID enterprise) and give him dictatorial

control of global health policy. -RFK JR
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WHO WAS BILL GATES BEFORE
MICROSOFT?9
This is a video about philanthropic billionaire, Bill

Gates. We go into his family history, his early

childhood, education, extracurriculars, and time at

Harvard to answer the question "Who was Bill

Gates before Microsoft?" -ReallyGraceful

THE JEFFREY EPSTEIN/BILL GATES
CONNECTION & THE EUGENICS AGENDA10
Bill Gates met with convicted sex offender Jeffrey

Epstein to allegedly set up a foundation that would

raise funds to go towards improving global health

but that never came to fruition…so what was the

real purpose of their meetings?

-Press For Truth

GATES PARTNERS WITH DARPA & DOD
FOR DNA NANOTECH VACCINE12
Gates has teamed up with DARPA to develop a

new RNA vaccine that would normally take 15-20

years to roll out, while this one is being rolled out

in a matter of months. The urgency and rolled back

regulations to streamline this new vaccine is of

course, justified by the crisis. -Spiro

FACT CHECKING THE FACT CHECKERS:
GATES, ID2020 & VACCINE MICROCHIPS13
Though not technically a "microchip", Gates is

backing microdot technology that would leave a

vaccine record under the skin as the vaccine is

being administered. -Spiro
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KISSINGER & GATES CALL FOR MASS
VACCINATION, GLOBAL GOVERNANCE11
The very men and women, the exact same

individuals and government agencies, in addition

to global institutions who stand to benefit the

most, are the ones calling the shots...Welcome to

COVID-1984 and the official rollout of the New

World Order. -Spiro

WHY BILL GATES WANTS INDEMNITY -
ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR.'S INSTAGRAM14
World's top vaccine promoters are frantically

warning about the dangers inherent in developing

a coronavirus vaccine--could trigger lethal immune

reactions when vaccinated people come in contact

with the wild virus. -RFK JR
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